ADDITIONAL SAFETY INFORMATION

- Listen to KFBK 1530 AM for initial warnings for your neighborhood.
- Listen to the other emergency radio frequencies when directed (see Radio Map Symbols).
- If forced to shelter in a building due to floodwaters, make sure you can access the roof.
- Have bright cloth or flashlight with you at all times to signal if you become stranded.
- Do not drive through flooded areas. Standing water is often deeper than it looks.
- Have a plan where you family will meet if separated.
- Flood insurance is strongly recommended for residents living behind levees.

IN CASE OF FLOOD

If ordered to evacuate, leave area by these routes.

- Evacuation and shelter information; try each frequency to find your area's message.
- Potential degree of danger; See Depth Chart.
- Move to high ground if trapped.
- Leave top or higher ground.

RECEIVE DIRECTIONS ON WHICH WAY TO GO HERE.

IF YOU CANNOT LEAVE AREA ON YOUR OWN, SEEK HELP HERE.

Evacuation Sector

If you cannot leave area on your own, seek help here.

Move to high ground if trapped.
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